We demonstrate that a joint analysis of LSST-like ground-based imaging with Euclid-like space-based imaging leads to increased precision and accuracy in galaxy shape measurements. At galaxy magnitudes of i ∼ 24.5, a combined survey analysis increases the effective galaxy number density for cosmic shear studies by ∼ 50 percent in comparison to an analysis of each survey alone. Using a realistic distribution of galaxy sizes, ellipticities and magnitudes down to i = 25.2, we simulate LSST-like and Euclid-like images of over one million isolated galaxies. We compare the precision and accuracy of the recovered galaxy ellipticities for four different analyses: LSSTonly, Euclid-only, a simultaneous joint-pixel analysis of the two surveys, and a simple catalogue-level survey combination. In the faint and small-galaxy regime, where neither survey excels alone, we find a ∼ 20 percent increase in the precision of galaxy shape measurement when we adopt a joint-pixel analysis, compared to a cataloguelevel combination. As the statistical power of cosmic shear is dominated by intrinsic ellipticity noise, however, this improvement in shape measurement noise only leads to a ∼ 5 percent improvement in the effective number density of galaxies for lensing studies. We view this as the minimum improvement that should be expected from a joint-pixel analysis over a less accurate catalogue-level combination, as the former will also improve the capability of LSST to de-blend close objects.
INTRODUCTION
Weak gravitational lensing is a technique which exploits the fact that large structures of invisible dark matter gravitationally deflect light rays, coherently distorting the images of the distant galaxies that we observe behind them. This lensing effect is directly sensitive to the distribution of matter in the Universe, giving us the rare ability to produce direct comparisons between observations and theories of dark matter and dark energy. In the absence of systematic errors, weak lensing is recognised as the single most constraining probe of dark energy (see for example Albrecht et al. 2006) and is a primary science driver for two of the major imaging surveys of the 2020's; Euclid 1 and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST 2 ).
Euclid is a 1.2m space-based telescope that will image 15,000 square degrees in one broad optical band to a depth of 24.5 AB magnitudes (10σ extended source), in addition to three near-infrared bands (Laureijs et al. 2011; Cropper et al. 2016) . LSST is a ground-based telescope with an effective mirror diameter of 6.7m. Over ten years it will image ∼ 18, 000 square degrees in six optical bands to a depth of r ∼ 27.5 (5σ point source, Ivezic et al. 2008; Chang et al. 2013 ). The two surveys will commence observations on similar timescales; LSST will collect extremely high signal-tonoise imaging, but will lack resolution, with an average seeing of 0.7 arcsec. In contrast, Euclid's space-based imaging will have exquisite resolution, but will lack both signalto-noise at faint magnitudes and the multi-colour optical imaging that LSST provides. Optimal weak lensing measurements benefit from both high resolution and high signal-tonoise imaging (see for example Massey et al. 2013) , which naturally leads to the suggestion that it is the combination of these two surveys that will provide the optimal measure-ment of weak lensing for the majority of the galaxy population that are both small and faint (see Figure 1 ). In Rhodes et al. (2017) and Jain et al. (2015) , the synergy, benefits and challenges associated with analysing Euclid and LSST in concert were reviewed, with the conclusion that collaboration between the surveys will maximise the overall scientific return. In a first quantitative example, Rhodes et al. (2017) determine the expected decrease in photometric redshift error when Euclid and LSST photometric data is used in tandem. With improved redshift estimates, the signal-tonoise of the combined weak lensing signal from each survey is shown to increase by ∼ 30 percent, assuming an overlap between the two surveys of 7000 square degrees.
In this paper we present a second quantitative example of the benefits of the joint-analysis of Euclid and LSST, focusing on weak lensing shape measurement precision. We seek to address the question of whether the benefits of a joint-pixel-level shear analysis are sufficiently high to warrant the additional technical complexity that such an analysis would incur, in contrast to adopting a simple cataloguelevel combination of shear measurements. In this first test case we choose to limit our analysis to single-band imaging of isolated galaxies, deferring for future work the challenges of object blends and colour gradients that joint pixel-level measurements would also help to resolve.
In Section 2 we discuss our adopted shape measurement software ngmix; we also describe our suite of image simulations for two test cases; an almost noise-free but low-resolution LSST-like survey, and an almost point-spread function (PSF)-free but noisy Euclid-like survey. We present the results of our single-survey, combined catalogue and joint-pixel analysis in Section 3 and conclude in Section 4.
METHODS

Galaxy Simulations
To simulate LSST-like and Euclid-like galaxy images we use the popular GalSim 3 image simulation package (Rowe et al. 2015) . This public software allows us to simulate realistic images of galaxies with various models for the pointspread function (PSF) and pixel noise. As input truth for our simulations, we model the galaxy light profile with a single-component Sérsic model (Sérsic 1963) . The joint Sér-sic index-size-magnitude distribution is then given by deep high resolution observations from the Hubble Space Telescope COSMOS survey (for details of the survey and fitting process see Leauthaud et al. 2007; Lackner & Gunn 2012; Mandelbaum et al. 2014) . We adopt the random (fair) subsample of the COSMOS galaxies that was used in the GREAT3 galaxy shape measurement challenge, down to a limiting magnitude of F814W<25.2 (Mandelbaum et al. 2014) . To ensure a realistic size-magnitude distribution for our chosen single-Sérsic galaxy profile model, we discard 29% of the objects for which the single-component model provides a significantly worse fit than a two-component bulge+disk profile. Figure 1 shows a joint histogram of magnitudes and galaxy sizes of the resulting 58,074 input objects for our simulations 4 , where throughout this work, we define galaxy size to be the half-light radius measured along the major axis. The distribution of the galaxy population can be compared to the typical resolution for the LSST images (horizontal line) and the expected depth of the Euclid imaging (vertical line).
In this analysis we wish to compare high-resolution limited-depth imaging (Euclid-like) with low-resolution high-depth imaging (LSST-like). We therefore make the following simplifying assumptions. We approximate the PSF in both cases to be circular and Gaussian with a width given by the Euclid diffraction limit (0.06 arcsec) or the typical LSST seeing (0.7 arcsec). The model for the pixel noise consists of Poisson noise corresponding to the number of electrons in each pixel, including the sky background. Our chosen values to model the noise are summarized in Table 1 (Ivezic et al. 2008 , Jones 2017 B. Gillis and D. Kirkby, private communications) , which recover the expected Euclid depths as well as the LSST i-band signal-to-noise ratio 5 . Our selected values for PSF width, exposure time, and CCD noise parameters therefore reflect the underlying guideline to this work: to model the limiting factors of ground-based and space-based imaging, i.e. seeing and pixel noise respectively, and to investigate how their corresponding complementary strengths can compensate for these limitations synergistically.
To approximate the co-adding process, we simulate a single noisy exposure, multiplying the nominal shutter time for one exposure in each survey (30 sec for LSST; 565 sec for Euclid) with a representative number of the exposures that will be used for one co-added image -3 for Euclid and 540 for LSST (Ivezic et al. 2008; LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009; Cropper et al. 2016) . The sky background value is adapted accordingly. We choose the number of LSST exposures to be three times 180, which is the nominal number of i-band exposures per pointing -this is to mimic multiband coadding. These assumptions are idealisations; a realistic co-adding procedure will not yield results of the same quality. However, for the purposes of our exploratory analysis we deem this prescription sufficient. As a last step, both noisy exposures are rescaled to be in units of flux per second per square arcsecond, so that the joint pixel measurement is able to use one common parameter for the total flux.
Shape Measurement
For each pair of space and ground-based galaxy images, generated from the same COSMOS object, we perform four distinct ellipticity measurements: one LSST-like, one Euclid-like, one by combining these two measurements via a weighted sum (hereafter: "catalogue combination", or briefly "CatComb"), one by fitting one galaxy profile to both images simultaneously (hereafter: "joint-pixel analysis", or "JointPix"). We use the shape fitting software ngmix 6 (Sheldon 2014), which follows a model-fitting approach. Ideally, we would be using the same shape measurement methods as LSST and Euclid, but their image processing pipelines are still under development. Both are likely to include one or several shape measurements based on model fitting, and ngmix has been tested and used extensively within the Dark Energy Survey 7 (DES -see Jarvis et al. 2016; Zuntz et al. 2018 ). Thus we consider our choice of shape measurement software to be a reasonable placeholder for the final pipeline design decisions that LSST and Euclid will make.
Ngmix approximates galaxy and PSF profiles as mixtures of concentric Gaussian densities. This model is quick to evaluate as convolutions between the two can be computed analytically . In each of the three independent fits (LSST, Euclid, and JointPix), we assume perfect knowledge of the PSFs, which are given by circular Gaussians with the widths set to the values we use to generate the images (see Table 1 ). This is highly idealised but captures the essential features of the problem that we are exploring here.
The ngmix galaxy model is an exponential profile, described by six parameters (c 1 , c 2 , 1 , 2 , T, F). The first two are the coordinates of the centroid. Further, T is the second moment of the intensity distribution in square arcseconds and F is the total flux of the model divided by the angular area of one pixel, measured in photoelectrons per square arcsecond. The ellipticity = 1 +i 2 quantifies the galaxy shape: if a and b are the major and minor elliptical axes of elliptical isophotes, then the magnitude of the ellipticty is
with a phase angle that is twice the orientation angle of the major half axis. To demonstrate the synergy benefit for shear calibration, we add a small amount of cosmic shear to each galaxy prior to simulating the galaxy image and measuring the ellipticity. For each galaxy we draw two random numbers g 1 and g 2 from a normal distribution with mean zero and spread 0.02, and transform the original ellipticity true via the standard formula
where we have introduced the complex reduced shear g = g 1 + ig 2 (Seitz & Schneider 1997) . We save both the intrinsic ellipticity true and the reduced shear g for each object. Sampling of the 6-dimensional parameter space proceeds in four steps -this fitting procedure is very similar to the process implemented in Sheldon (2014) , and is a simplified version of the method used in Jarvis et al. (2016):
• To reduce runtime, we initialise the centroid to the centre of the image; the galaxy shape to the true value; the flux to the sum of the pixel intensity values; and the integral defining T is approximated as a discrete sum over pixels. We have verified that this does not bias our results.
• Starting from this point, a damped least-squares fit via the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm (Levenberg 1944; Marquardt 1963 ) yields an approximate guess for the likelihood maximum and the covariance of the full distribution; the latter is found via computing the Hessian matrix of the likelihood.
• We use this information to draw 50 points from a Gaussian with the given location and shape; these serve as starting values for the independent walkers of a Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) sampling procedure. Ngmix employs the emcee 8 implementation of affine invariant Monte-Carlo ensemble sampling (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013; Goodman & Weare 2010) . For burn-in we sample each walker for 300 steps, and then sample the target distribution for 200 steps.
• The ellipticity error as reported by ngmix, ∆ , is given by the standard deviation of the ellipticity | | measured from a de-correlated chain of where every tenth point of the original chain is retained.
Our choices for the number of walkers, burn-in steps, and sampling steps have been scrutinised and validated: to this end we choose a representative subset of 1024 simulated galaxies, and repeat the three fitting procedures (LSST, Euclid, Joint-Pixel) 32 times, using the same simulated images but different starting conditions for the MCMC walkers. We then compute the Gelman-Rubin R statistic for each galaxy (Gelman & Rubin 1992) . For each of the three fits, the mean, median, and 95th percentile of all 1024 values of R are within one percent of unity. Thus we ensure proper ergodicity and mixing, and avoid spurious early convergence, which would result in an underestimation of the distribution width.
Both LM and MCMC use the following priors on the sampling parameters: c 1 and c 2 have Gaussian priors with µ corresponding to the centre of the image and σ equal to half of its angular side length. The joint prior for 1 and 2 is a bivariate uniform density supported on the interior of the 2D unit disk. We use wide uniform positive priors on the galaxy size T, constraining it to [0, 10 5 ], and the galaxy flux F, constraining it to [0, 10 7 ].
For catalogue-level combination, we calculate a weighted average of the LSST and Euclid measurements for each galaxy,
where i = 1, 2 indexes the ellipticity components, and we use the ngmix estimated ellipticity errors, ∆ , to determine inverse-variance weights for each galaxy
The error for the catalogue-level combination ellipticity measurement is then initially estimated, for each galaxy, as
Error Estimates and Calibration
We found that the standard deviations of the de-correlated chains produced by ngmix, ∆ , underestimated the true uncertainty in the ellipticity measurements δ , particularly in the regime of faint and small galaxies. Error estimates depend on the choice of shape measurement software, and the adopted initialisation strategy, and as they are typically only used to weigh individual galaxies, see for example equation 4, their measurement need not always be accurate. In this analysis, however, we wish to use the shape measurement errors in order to quantify the gain in statistical power for different combinations of surveys, and so we require an accurate measurement of the errors. To assess the accuracy and precision of the four different ellipticity measurements {LSST, Euclid, CatComb, JointPix} we compute the calibration corrections and the ellipticity uncertainty δ directly from the image simulations. We model each component of the observed ellipticity D , where D denotes the four measurements, as
Here η i is the shape measurement noise error that we model as random variable with expectation value zero and variance (δ D ) 2 . As the simulated PSF is isotropic, m and c, the multiplicative and additive calibration corrections respectively, are assumed to be the same for both the i = 1 and i = 2 ellipticity components.
To determine the precision of each survey, δ D , we calculate m D , c D via a fitting procedure that replicates the calibration algorithm in Miller et al. (2013) . In order to minimise shape noise in our calibration measurements, we bin the fitted galaxies in 30 equal-percentile bins in input magnitude, and 12 equal-width bins in input log-size. For each of the 360 two-dimensional bins, we perform the following procedure:
• We further subdivide the galaxies into 20 equalpercentile bins of input shear. Every galaxy is entered into two bins of true shear, since g 1 and g 2 are treated as independent measures of shear for the purpose of this calibration procedure.
• For each shear bin we calculate the average true input shearḡ true and the ellipticity-noise-free observed shear g obs,D as
where the summations are performed over all galaxies j in the shear bin; the index α = 1 or 2 depends on whether shear component g 1 or g 2 has been entered into the bin. The optimal shear calibration weights ω j
combine the estimated uncertainty in the ellipticity measurement from ngmix, ∆ D j , with the intrinsic shape noise per ellipticity component σ SN = 0.28, which we measure directly from the input COSMOS ellipticity catalogue.
• We calculate an error σ g on the measured shearḡ obs,D , for each shear bin, using 50 bootstrap realisations.
• Collecting all shear bins pertaining to one bin in magnitude and size, we perform a weighted least-squares fit of the model
to the data ḡ true ,ḡ obs,D , σ g . This results in fitted values for m D and c D including their measurement uncertainties for each bin in magnitude and size.
• The ellipticity measurement uncertainty δ for all galaxies in each magnitude-size-bin is then estimated from the standard deviation of this difference between the true and calibrated shear in the 20 shear bins.
To determine the accuracy of each survey, we repeat the calibration procedure on the same fitted ellipticity values D , but now with our robust error bars δ D in place of the ngmix error bars ∆ D in equation 9. To reduce the noise in the fitted values for m and c, we adopt a coarser grid such that each 2D bin contains more galaxies: we split the galaxies into four bins of true magnitude with edges 20 -23 -24 -24.6 -25.2; these values are chosen such that they contain similar numbers of galaxies. We further divide into six bins of true size which are logarithmically spaced between 0.05 arcsec and 3 arcsec. For each of the 32 bins in magnitude and size we again subdivide the galaxies into 20 equal-percentile bins of true shear.
Effective number density
When comparing the capability of different galaxy imaging surveys to constrain gravitational shear, a common and useful quantity is the effective number density of galaxies n eff (see Albrecht et al. 2006; Heymans et al. 2012; Chang et al. 2013; Kuijken et al. 2015) . The noise in shear estimation stems from two sources: the individual measurement uncertainty in the shape of each imaged galaxy, and the intrinsic scatter in the ellipticities of the source galaxies. Chang et al. (2013) define the effective number density of galaxies for a survey as the number density of perfectly measured galaxies (i.e zero measurement uncertainty) which has the same statistical power when constraining gravitational shear. With this definition
where Ω is the total survey area. Heymans et al. (2012) propose an alternative definition for the case where σ 2
SN
and its redshift-dependence is unknown. As σ 2 SN is however known for our simulated sample we adopt equation 11. It should be noted that n eff is a measure of statistical power only, quantifying the potential precision of a shear survey, not its accuracy.
RESULTS
We compare precision (Figs. 2, 3 , and 4) and accuracy (Figure 5 ) of the four different ellipticity measurements {LSST, Euclid, CatComb, JointPix} on a set of 1,048,576 simulated galaxy images. Our metrics of improvement are: In Figure 2 we show the ellipticity error bar δ D as a function of the true magnitude and size of the input galaxy. The LSST-like and Euclid-like simulations, first and second panels, achieve precise measurements on their own for galaxies that are both bright (magnitude 22) and large (size 0.7 arcsec). However, the single-probe measurement error increases outside this region: the LSST-only measurement errors are δ 0.05 out to magnitude ∼ 25, but only for large galaxies. The measurement errors degrade rapidly as the galaxy size decreases with δ 0.05 for small galaxies with size 0.2 arcsec. The high-resolution Euclid-like data allows for precise ellipticity measurements for small (size ∼ 0.1 arcsec and below), but not for faint (magnitude 24) galaxies. This is in agreement with the limits for the LSST resolution and the Euclid 10σ extended source detection limit, as outlined in Chang et al. (2013) and Cropper et al. (2016) .
The third and fourth panels of Figure 2 show the ellipticity error bar of catalogue-level combination and jointpixel analysis. For both fitting methods, the region of the magnitude-size plane in which ellipticity can be measured with high precision has been extended to include both faintand-large as well as bright-and-small galaxies. There is, however, a subset of galaxies that are both faint (magnitude 24.5) and small (size 0.1 arcsec), whose shape cannot be measured precisely. This is unsurprising, since this would require both high-resolution imaging data and high-depth imaging data.
For a global assessment of the synergy gains, we show in Figure 3 the histogram of the ellipticity error bar shrinkage factors when stepping from either LSST-alone, Euclid-alone, or catalogue combination to joint-pixel fitting. On average, the LSST-only error bars shrink by a factor of 2.32, and the Euclid-only by 1.55, demonstrating the significant precision increase through survey combination. A full joint-pixel analysis exhibits gains over catalogue combination with a shrinkage factor of 1.14 on average in the overall ellipticity measurement errors. Note that the sampling noise in Figure 3 results from the finite number of 360 galaxy samples, binned by magnitude and size, that are used to make this measurement (see Section 2.3).
In Figure 4 we show the fractional precision improvement of a joint-pixel analysis over either of the other three ellipticity measurement methods, in more detail and in its dependency on magnitude and size. The precision enhancements compared to LSST-only can be seen in the regime of galaxies which are small but not too faint (magnitude 24) (due to the addition of the high-resolution Euclidlike data), and for Euclid-only in the regime large and faint galaxies (due to the boost in signal-to-noise from the LSSTlike data).
The precision of the catalogue-level combination is equal to the joint-pixel analysis for those galaxies whose shapes can be precisely constrained either by Euclid-only (small and bright) or LSST-only (large and faint). There is, however, a densely populated regime of faint galaxies (magnitude 24) of intermediate size -between the LSST pixel size (0.2 arcsec) and the LSST PSF (0.7 arcsec) -in which neither single probe can yield a precise shape measurement: it is here that a joint-pixel analysis has its strongest gains over catalogue combination (around 20%). The same is true for a small population of bright and small galaxies (size between 0.1 and 0.5 arcsec; magnitude 21). Although each single probe can already yield a precise ellipticity measurement (δ 0.01), the comparison of both combination methods further illustrates: joint-pixel analysis profits over catalogue combination wherever the size of both error bars is comparable.
We assess the accuracy of our measured shapes via the shear calibration procedure described in the last paragraph of Section 2.3, which uses a coarser grid than was employed for determining the measurement uncertainty δ . The results for the shear calibration factor, m D , are shown in Figure 5 : for either of the four magnitude bins, the ellipticity measurement from the LSST-like simulation is most strongly biased for galaxies smaller than 0.2 arcsec, whereas the measurements from the Euclid-like simulations exhibit comparably strong biases for low surface-brightness galaxies (faint and large). The majority of the fitted c-values are smaller than 5 × 10 −3 in absolute value, with a notable exception of the lowest surface-brightness galaxies for the Euclid-only simulation where the zero-centred ngmix ellipticity prior dominates the fit resulting in m = −1.4 ± 0.4, and c = 0.07 ± 0.01.
Catalogue combination interpolates between LSST-only and Euclid-only, therefore the large LSST bias for small galaxies also increases the bias for the catalogue combi- nation estimate. However, a joint-pixel analysis performs better than either the catalogue combination or the singletelescope measurements, uniting the strengths of both high resolution and high SNR.
The values for N eff , as defined by Chang et al. (2013) , can be computed from our catalogues of error bars δ D (see equation 11). To each set of fits, we apply a selection cut at a SNR value of 10. This is to take into account that some galaxies are barely above the detection threshold, and therefore will not enter into a shear measurement analysis. For LSST-like, Euclid-like, and JointPix we use the SNR measured by ngmix; the SNR value for catalogue combination is determined via SNR CatComb = SNR 2
We then compute N eff for bins of true magnitude; the results are shown in the top panel of Figure 6 as fractions of the total number of galaxies in each bin N tot before the SNR cut. For the magnitude bins lower than 23, the values for N eff are close to N tot ; for the majority of bright simulated galaxies the individual ellipticity measurement error bars are smaller than the intrinsic ellipticity scatter (σ SN ). Hence the summands in Equation 11 are close to unity. For the magnitude bins between 23 and 24.5, the effective galaxy number for the LSST-like simulation does not grow as fast as N tot since most of the galaxies are too small to be imaged by LSST. The Euclid-like simulations, which can resolve these galaxies well, outperforms our LSST simulation in this regime. Nevertheless, at the Euclid 10σ depth of i ∼ 24.5 the performance of the Euclid-like simulations falls behind the LSSTlike analysis again due to the lack of SNR. At this point, both the joint pixel and catalogue combination analyses are ∼45-50% above either single-instrument survey 9 . In the faint 9 Here, the percentages refer to the gain in the absolute values of N eff for the combined probes over single-probe values, not the difference of their fractions to N tot . It is this percentage that will reflect the potential increase in shear measurement precision. magnitude regime of 24.5-25.2 magnitudes the synergy gain compared to LSST-alone grows to ∼45-55%. Since the total number of galaxies is growing steeply due to the larger volume accessible, as shown in the lower panel of Figure 6 , the absolute synergy gain in statistical power continues to increase even further. Both the catalogue combination and the joint pixel-level analysis consistently yield higher numbers for N eff and are thus able to constrain gravitational shear more precisely.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this analysis we have demonstrated that a joint analysis of a deep ground-based galaxy imaging survey (like LSST) and a high-resolution space-based survey (like Euclid) will yield significant improvements for both the precision and the accuracy of galaxy shape measurements, compared to the independent analysis of the two surveys. This has the potential to increase the quality of gravitational shear estimation, We consider four bins in true magnitude and six bins in true galaxy size, and perform the shear calibration procedure described in Section 2.3 to find m and c, i.e., the multiplicative and additive calibration parameters. We then plot the fitted m including its 1σ uncertainty over the midpoints of the galaxy size bins. and thus the statistical constraining power for inference on cosmological parameters.
Survey combination at the joint-pixel level provides a large improvement to shape measurement: the ellipticity error bars shrink by a factor of 2.32 on average compared to LSST-alone (the highest gains coming from small galaxies), and by a factor of 1.55 compared to Euclid-alone (the highest gains coming from faint galaxies). The effective number of galaxies increases by ∼ 50% at 25 magnitudes, compounding the statistical precision of both surveys.
A joint pixel analysis has some benefits over combining shear catalogues: it is up to 20% more precise where neither catalogue provides a good ellipticity measurement; it is also more accurate, facilitating the calibration of measured shapes. As the statistical power of cosmic shear is dominated by intrinsic ellipticity noise, σ SN , however, this improvement in shape measurement noise only leads to a ∼ 5 percent improvement in the effective number density of galaxies for lensing studies at faint magnitudes.
There are a number of caveats to our analysis. In order to get a first impression of the improvements to galaxy shape measurement when combining space and ground data, we chose not to use the advanced machinery developed by either the LSST or Euclid collaborations for simulating and analysing realistic images. We also simplified the challenge of image combination by assuming perfect registration between the two surveys, perfectly known round Gaussian PSFs, and, most importantly, isolated galaxies. Future work should make use of the powerful tools within the Euclid and LSST collaborations in order to increase the realism of the image simulations in terms of the noise model, morphology, masking, image distortion, and the PSF model. Our choice of shape fitting software (ngmix) will also impact our conclusions, to some degree, and this analysis should therefore be repeated for a range of different shear measurement and calibration techniques, for example Metacalibration, Im3Shape and lensfit (Huff & Mandelbaum 2017; Zuntz et al. 2013; Miller et al. 2013 ).
Our use of isolated galaxies means that we have not investigated what is arguably most important advantage of combining space-based and ground-based data: deblending, the splitting of light from close (blended ) objects into separate sources. High resolution space-based data will improve the ability of ground-based telescopes to unambiguously discriminate and model close pairs of galaxies in a joint-pixel analysis (see for example Mandelbaum 2018, for a review).
Combining with high-resolution data will also improve stargalaxy separation for ground-based analyses, by distinguishing smaller galaxies from stars more cleanly, leading to an improvement in PSF modelling. Since we have omitted these major advantages of combined data analysis, we expect that our analysis quantifies only the minimal level of improvement that should be expected when adopting a joint spaceground-pixel shape measurement analysis with the actual improvements likely to be even greater than those presented here.
